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Travelling advisers, settlors and trusts 
in the age of autonomy
Michael McAuley

Introduction
The choice of a sensible jurisdiction with a sound law
of trusts for the establishment of an international 
trust structure does not matter when sham is secretly
schemed or where structures are illusory or chimerical,
and it does not matter when there is no intent to
administer or to sustain the trust fully in accordance
with the terms of the instrument. In every other
situation, it matters greatly.

When a government and its local service providers
are keen to promote trust business, they will boast the
skills and experience of the workforce to competently
and confidentially manage trusts and companies. They
will publicise that professional services are available at
a reasonable and competitive cost. They will assert
their radical insusceptibility to hacking. They will
proclaim the bounty of talented lawyers, effective
courts and efficient government agencies, and they
will paint their jurisdiction as picturesque with the
advantages of a welcoming population, excellent
infrastructure and fast internet. They may also want 
to say something about their law, stressing both its
ancient pedigree and its commercial modernity.

However, when trust advisers, principally but not
always lawyers, recommend a particular jurisdiction
for the establishment of an international structure, 
be that structure onshore or offshore, they will be
quizzed on more than the frequency of flights to
major airports or the strength of mobile phone
reception. Clients – future settlors – will reasonably
assume that their advisers have acquired a sufficiently
broad understanding of the fundamental principles 
of the jurisdiction’s general law. They will proceed on
the basis that their advisers have devoted some time
to the study of its law of trusts and have not relied 
on marketing materials masquerading as legal
opinions or memoranda.

Legal advisers must strive to know not only the
content of the law but the quality of the content.
They must be able to assess the trust law of the
proposed jurisdiction and form a personal opinion 
as to its merits and demerits. Before any legal adviser
recommends a jurisdiction, the adviser must know 
the local law not as a local practitioner knows, but 
as an interested party from elsewhere might wish to
know the law of the settlor’s domicile and the law of
the jurisdiction of the settlor’s centre of vital and
economic interests. By preparing answers to questions,
advisers can formulate questions to ask others.

The choice of a good governing law is a pivotal
issue at the time of the creation of a trust structure
and throughout its administration. The development
of a methodology for selecting the governing law and
for analysing its intrinsic quality is the guiding
argument of this contribution. Starting with some
general remarks on settlor autonomy and the choice
of governing law, the argument progresses, first, by
reviewing the development of US law as well as the
1985 Hague Convention on the topic of a settlor’s
choice of law; second, by identifying selection factors
from the viewpoint of the settlor’s home jurisdiction;
and finally, by examining certain issues that must be
considered to ensure a wise choice of a trust
jurisdiction. Legal advisers must know, with some
specificity, not only whither the fates carry the settlor
and the trust but also whence they sail.

Settlor autonomy and choice of governing law

Settlor autonomy
A private express trust, that is to say a trust established
by a living settlor or trustor, in writing, by donative
transfer, for the principal benefit of persons, natural 
or legal, and not for charitable or commercial
purposes, is commonly established by declaration or
by gift. The trust document or instrument may be
called an agreement, settlement, indenture or deed. 
Of course, trusts can also be established under the
terms of testamentary instruments. This article does
not consider testamentary trusts.

Private trusts have two kinds of provisions –
dispositive and administrative. Dispositive provisions
deal with the benefits under the trust. They identify
the beneficiaries, by name or by class, and the nature
of the benefits to which they may be entitled. They
specify the powers and discretions of trustees to
determine these benefits. They deal with issues
relating to the essential validity of the trust, such as 
its duration or the vesting dates of its property.
Administrative provisions concern the rights and
powers of trustees to manage the trust property, as
well as, for example, their appointment, retirement
and removal, their liability to the beneficiaries and 
the reimbursement of their costs and expenses. There
is no hard distinction between these two kinds of
provisions. It is easier to identify the administrative
provisions. The dispositive provisions must therefore
be everything else or almost everything else.
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Distinguishing dispositive from administrative
provisions on the basis of these or other like
descriptions of their respective content is a new
analytic technique in choice-of-law literature. Prior
techniques have been focused on the validity (formal
or essential, or both) and the administration of the
trust and the different rules for each with respect to
movables and immovables.

The governing (or proper) law is the law by
reference to which the trust was made and which 
was intended to govern the rights and interests of 
the beneficiary and the duties and powers of the
trustee under its dispositive and administrative
provisions.1 It has been said:
The connection between a trust and its proper law is 
in every sense real and close. A trust is not like a
commercial contract where it is only necessary to
consider the content of the applicable law in exceptional
circumstances. Trustees in particular have to be
intimately aware of their responsibilities under the
general law applicable to the trust.2

The offshore trust, as a subset of the international
trust, has been described as a “trust deal” where 
“... rightly or wrongly, the centre of gravity lies
between the settlor and the trustee”.3 The trust deal
“... captures the mindset of the trust industry and its
clients – that the trust is a management contract
between the settlor and the trustee”.4 This contract
has also been characterised as “an agreement-based
relationship”:
An agreement-based relationship is one where the
settlor/trustee contract remains the nature of the concept
throughout the entire duration of the trust. The contract
does not launch the trust – the contract creating the
settlor/trustee relationship is itself the trust.5

In practice, “[the] settlor selects items from a menu
of trust and investment operations that he wishes to
retain or direct ... The settlor eats à la carte”.6

Contemporary law sympathises with this
commercial and contractual reality and supports 
the view that the settlor is clearly in charge and
responsible for the donative expression under the
terms of the instrument. Thus, today’s trust law
endorses settlor autonomy. It champions the freedom
of action of the trust creator in determining the
governing law of the trust.

Yet, it should not be forgotten that the trustee also
has some liberty of action to administer the trust to

the best advantage of the beneficiaries. For example, it
is not uncommon for the governing (or proper) law to
be subject to a proviso in the following or similar
terms: “... provided, however, that the trustee may
administer and manage the trust in and from such
jurisdiction(s) as the trustee shall from time to time
deem advisable without prejudice to the proper law”.
Accordingly, the settlor’s choice of a governing law
will not necessarily oblige trustees to conduct trust
business or administer the trust property in the
jurisdiction or at a location in the jurisdiction selected
by the settlor. For this reason, the settlor must
carefully consider the wording of any governing 
law clause and other dispositive and administrative
clauses referring to the governing law.

Whether deal, relationship or menu, the trust
instrument and the management or services contract
must recount the same fundamental terms. For
example, where the trust law of any particular
jurisdiction provides that a trustee is liable for breach
without limitation against all of its property, then the
management contract should contradict neither the
law nor the trust instrument by capping liability at a
certain amount. As another example, where the law 
or the trust instrument does not permit delegation by
the trustee of certain key functions, such as decisions
relating to investment policy or the exercise of the
trustee’s discretion, then the management contract
should conform to both the law and the instrument.
There must be a single story.

Choice of governing law in the United States
Understanding the law and the policy underscoring
the law of the United States should compel the
attention of all international trust advisers. In private
international law terms, the state known as the 
United States is composed of 50 states and the District
of Columbia each of which has its own private law
system. Conflicts problems are part of the daily
practice of every US lawyer. Each US state knows 
the trust device and understands its plastic nature.
Choice-of-law and forum issues in trust matters have
been examined in great detail for a very long time.
Accordingly, the principles, rules and norms relating
to the choice of governing law, current now and
yesterday in the United States, are instructive for 
all advisers and should inform their client
recommendations whether or not the settlor, the
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trustee, the trust fund or the selected trust law has, 
at the time of creation, or may have, during
administration, any connection with the 
United States.

The law on any particular topic in the United States
is muddy and can rarely be determined with certainty.
However, across all states “the pervasive shared policy
that controls nearly all issues in trust law is to give
effect to the settlor’s intent”.7 This dominant policy 
is textured. It is not unconditional.

The position from 1971 to 2018 is summarised
below.

Settlor autonomy in the Restatement (Second) of Conflict 
of Laws (1971)
The American Law Institute began work in 1923 by
preparing a first series of restatements on core topics,
including conflict of laws and trusts. It began a second
series in 1952. A restatement endeavours to modernise
and simplify a particular topic of law. Some
restatements are more reform-minded than others.
Not all are well received by state courts. The institute
adopted a second restatement of conflict of laws in
1969 and published it in 1971. It has been particularly
successful. The Restatement (Second) of Conflict of
Laws (1971) sets out its position on designation of 
the governing law at Sections 270 and 272. The settlor
may designate the law to govern both the validity (§
270) and the administration of the trust (§ 272), but
only for movables or personal property.8 There is a
proviso with respect to the selection of the law
governing validity (§ 270): “... provided that this state
has a substantial relation to the trust and that the
application of its law does not violate a strong public
policy of the state with which, as to the matter at
issue, the trust has its most significant relationship
...”. In the Restatement, validity means both essential
or substantial validity and formal validity.9 There is a
special rule for the construction of the trust at Section
268. Construction is not interpretation.10 This rule
points, somewhat obliquely, to the settlor’s
designation.11

Settlor autonomy in the Uniform Trust Code
The Uniform Trust Code, approved for enactment in
2000, simplified and extended the principle of settlor
autonomy set out in the Restatement (Second) of
Conflict of Laws.

A single rule now applies to both dispositive and
administrative provisions and to both real and

personal property. The Uniform Trust Code provides
at Section 107:
The meaning and effect of the terms of a trust are
determined by (1) the law of the jurisdiction designated
in the terms of the trust unless the designation of that
jurisdiction’s law is contrary to a strong public policy of
the jurisdiction having the most significant relationship
to the matter at issue; …
If the settlor does not choose a governing law, then

the trust will be governed by: “... (2) ... the law of the
jurisdiction having the most significant relationship
to the matter at issue”. When Section 107 refers to
“the terms of the trust”, it means the dispositive and
administrative provisions. The law applicable to the
validity of the trust is determined under Section 403
and is not selected by the settlor. Validity is
understood not in the sense of essential validity but 
as meaning formal validity or valid execution.

In January 2018 the Uniform Law Commission
reported that the Uniform Trust Code had been
enacted by 31 states and the District of Columbia,
with Illinois on the way.12 It should be noted that
states are not required to adopt the Uniform Trust
Code in its entirety. They may modify certain sections
by limiting or expanding their scope. They may also
reserve or omit adoption of certain provisions.
Massachusetts, for example, did not adopt Section
107, “preferring current Massachusetts law as
interpreted by the courts”.13

Choice of governing law under the 1985 Hague
Convention
Dicey and Morris state the position in England as
follows: “Although there is no express English
decision to this effect, there is no doubt that the
settlor was able at common law to select the
governing law of the trust”.14 Where the settlor fails 
to select a law, it would seem that at common law 
the trust is governed by the law with which it is 
most closely connected.15

The English common law position was confirmed
by the Recognition of Trusts Act 1987, a UK statute,
which gave effect to the 1985 Hague Convention,
formally known as the Convention of 1 July 1985 on
the Law Applicable to Trusts and on their Recognition.
The Hague Convention has been adopted by Australia,
most provinces in Canada, the United Kingdom, its
overseas territories (except the Cayman Islands) and
the Crown dependencies (Jersey, Guernsey and the 
Isle of Man), as well as by some civil law jurisdictions,
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for example, Italy, Malta, the Netherlands and
Switzerland. Its persuasive reach extends beyond these
jurisdictions. For example, Section 107 of the Uniform
Trust Code “is consistent with and was partially
patterned” on the Hague Convention.16 The Civil
Code of Québec is another case where the Convention
has been influential.17

Article 6 of the Hague Convention provides that a
trust is governed by the law chosen by the settlor.
Article 8 provides that this law “... shall govern the
validity of the trust, its construction, its effects and
the administration of the trust”. Validity means the
essential validity of the trust.18

Choice of two (or more) governing laws
Where a governing law is expressly provided in a 
trust deed, it is usually a single governing law. Yet,
there is no obvious public policy reason preventing
more than one governing law from governing a trust,
for example one law for issues relating to the rights of
the beneficiaries and another for matters of
administration.

The Hague Convention adopts this position and
specifically contemplates, at Article 9, the choice of
more than one governing law: “... a severable aspect 
of the trust, particularly matters of administration,
may be governed by a different law”. Identification 
of any particular severable aspect is unclear. Article 9
offers little guidance. However, the Explanatory
Report suggests that “the law of the place where the
administration of the trust is located will particularly
come to mind”.19 The Explanatory Report continues:
“Also it is possible to envision as severable aspects of 
a trust issues concerning property which is situated 
in different countries or beneficiaries domiciled in
different countries”.20 Do “matters of administration”
collectively constitute a single severable aspect, or
does each individual matter of administration, such as
the location of the place of administration, constitute
a severable aspect? Proceed with some caution.

Nothing logically disallows the selection of a
different law, or different laws, on one or more
subsequent occasions when new property is
transferred into the trust and added to the trust fund.
The original or a new settlor may wish an addition of
property into a pre-existing trust to be governed by
the law of a specific jurisdiction, for example the law
of the location of the transferred asset.

Particular legal systems may not allow a fully
flexible choice of governing law. Nonetheless,

appropriate questions may now be asked. Does your
system allow multiple governing laws? Can one law
govern the administration of the trust from other
elements of the trust? If no law is expressly stipulated,
how do your courts determine the relevant law
governing the trust?

No choice of governing law
Where the governing law is not expressly mentioned
in the instrument, it may be determined, for
administrative matters, on the basis of the place of
administration or, for dispositive matters, by taking
into account factors such as the domicile or
nationality of the settlor or the location of the
principal assets. Courts look at substantial or
significant relationships or close connections that the
trust has with the law of any particular jurisdiction.21

Choice of forum
At the same time as a governing law is expressly
provided (if provided) in a trust deed, it is usual to
identify the courts with jurisdiction to adjudicate
matters relating to the interpretation and enforcement
of its provisions, the resolution of disputes arising
between beneficiaries and trustees or modifications 
or variations to its dispositive and administrative
provisions. The place of judicial supervision is
sometimes called the forum of administration. The
governing law and the location of the relevant courts
usually point to the same jurisdiction. It is not
required that such be the case. The trust deed may
specify that the court’s jurisdiction be exclusive or
non-exclusive. Non-exclusive jurisdiction means that
the courts of a place other than the jurisdiction
originally designated can act remedially. These courts
are expected to apply the governing law if, of course,
that law is proved. Problems arise when foreign law 
is not proved in which case the local law prevails as 
if it were the only law available.22

Selection factors – perspectives of the home
jurisdiction
In the thrilling yesteryear of the offshore, it was
convincingly contended that the establishment of 
an international trust structure would yield copious
benefits, specifically heightened privacy and
confidentiality, centralised global investment, a safe
haven for aggressive tax planning, protection from
claims by creditors and family members (notably,
rapacious spouses), non-recognition of forced heirship

The international trust still strongly appeals to trust advisers
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regimes, ideal family office administration, resistance
to the enforcement of foreign judgments and
innovative trust devices. There was a robust culture 
of non-compliance and non-cooperation. Altogether
the offshore was not big on comity.

The international trust no longer appeals to all
settlors.

Some benefits, such as confidentiality, especially 
in tax matters, have been blunted. When paper files
were replaced by digital records, confidentiality was
half-jettisoned. It has now been fully ditched by
tightened compliance requirements, the OECD’s
Common Reporting Standard and the expected
implementation of beneficial ownership registration
for companies and trusts.

Other benefits may be achieved elsewhere and
more securely (eg, asset protection). With the
enactment of domestic asset protection trust (DAPT)
statutes in a growing number of US states, it would
seem that asset protection is moving from anomaly 
to accepted technique. Many erstwhile voidable
transactions are now specifically contemplated under
DAPT statutes.23 Some DAPT statutes appear to have
foreign (non-US) settlors in mind by, for example,
prohibiting forced heirship or legitime claims.24

The international trust still strongly appeals to trust
advisers from countries that do not have a domestic
law of trusts. Their clients are better positioned to
profit from an international structure if only because
their home jurisdictions do not yet have a
sophisticated understanding of the trust device.

As a first selection factor, therefore, the adviser
should carefully examine the proposed objectives 
of the international structure. It may happen that a
better and less contentious structure is available at
home or close to home – less contentious because 
the proposed objectives do not offend strong public
policy, public policy, ordre public or good morals
(bonnes mœurs) as these principles, fraught with
unspecified meaning, are understood in private law
and in choice-of-law matters. At any particular time
and on any particular topic, the forum will decide

whether a trust or one of its elements offends its
notion of public policy or the idea of public policy 
of any of the jurisdictions with which the trust or the
settlor may be associated. As both the Restatement
(Second) of Conflict of Laws (1971) and the Uniform
Trust Code (2000) make clear, the settlor’s designation
of governing law must not be contrary to strong
public policy. The 1985 Hague Convention also has 
a public policy (ordre public) exception.25 The
Convention sets out an impressive list of matters
which a jurisdiction may decide “cannot be derogated
from by voluntary act”, including, for example, the
property effects of marriage and succession rights,
especially the indefeasible shares of spouses and
relatives.26

Thus, the adviser must examine public policy,
initially from the viewpoint of the settlor’s home
jurisdiction and subsequently from the perspective 
of the target trust jurisdiction. The settlor’s home
jurisdiction may not permit the establishment of a
trust, governed by its law or the law of another state,
to hold local or foreign assets for the benefit of family
members in ways other than the home jurisdiction
provides for its residents. Even the best-intentioned
trusts established to better structure and administer
the shares to which children are entitled under forced
heirship laws, may violate the public policy principles
of some jurisdictions not because the children are
receiving less than their legal entitlement but because
they do not receive their proportionate share in
absolute ownership. The adviser must also consider
issues relating to alimony and property division upon
divorce in order to determine whether a settlor may
transfer assets into trust to defeat spousal or ex-
spousal claims. Under the DAPT statutes of some US
states, trust assets are not protected against claims for
alimony or equitable division of marital property on
divorce, or are only protected where property was
transferred before marriage.27

As a second factor, the adviser must determine
whether the settlor’s home jurisdiction will recognise
the designation of a governing law when the selected
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jurisdiction has no connection or tenuous
connections to the settlor or to the operations of 
the trust. This issue arises not only when both home
and selected jurisdictions have a trust law, but also in
cases when the home jurisdiction, whether or not a
signatory to the 1985 Hague Convention, does not
have a law of trusts as part of its domestic law but
nonetheless recognises that other jurisdictions have
such an institution.

The Uniform Trust Code (2000) and the 1985
Hague Convention allow the settlor to choose freely
subject to public policy considerations. The Uniform
Trust Code (2000) invites an assessment of factors to
determine the validity of the settlor’s selection of
governing law: “... unless the designation of that
jurisdiction’s law is contrary to a strong public policy
of the jurisdiction having the most significant
relationship to the matter at issue”.28 The Restatement
(Second) of Conflict of Laws (1971) does more than
invite. It requires an assessment. The choice is valid:
“... provided that this state has a substantial relation
to the trust and that the application of its law does 
not violate a strong public policy of the state with
which ... the trust has its most significant relationship
...” (emphasis added).29 An English court has
confirmed that the settlor’s selection of a governing
law is valid and that the counting of factors to
determine the law with which a trust is most closely
connected takes place only where no applicable law
has been chosen.30 Nonetheless, the court stated: 
“It is more likely that a foreign choice of law in 
what would otherwise be an English trust may be
disregarded where it is intended to avoid some
important principle of English law”.31 Some Hague
Convention delegates advocated for an objective,
close-connection test even where the choice of law is
explicit: “This choice may be disregarded where there
is no [substantial] connection with the chosen law”.32

They failed to convince. Yet, given the weak adoption
record of the 1985 Hague Convention by major civil
law countries (only three of which, Italy, the
Netherlands and Switzerland, have ratified) and in
light of the significant number of countries
represented at various stages of the Convention’s
drafting and adoption, the notion that a close
connection or some connection is necessary for
recognition of the designated law remains current.33

The safest course of action for international advisers

is to proceed to an objective assessment of the
connecting factors in order to determine whether
there are substantial or significant relationships or
close connections. These connecting factors include:
the place of administration; the situs of the assets; the
place of the trustee’s residence or business; the objects
of the trust and where they are to be fulfilled; the
place of the trust’s creation; and the domicile of the
settlor, the trustee and the beneficiaries.34

The third factor in selecting a jurisdiction is the
location of the assets. Courts of a location where a
settlor has personal property, real estate or business
interests are unlikely to surrender jurisdiction to a
court of the trust’s jurisdiction simply because these
interests are held either directly by the trust or
through offshore companies the shares of which are
held in the trust.35 Indeed, advisers and settlors should
work on the presumption that, in all cases, the courts
of the location of the tangible assets will not decline
jurisdiction in contested matters.

As a fourth factor, advisers should ascertain the
intentions of their clients with respect to the
administration of the trust. Of all the connecting
factors needed to confirm the choice of a governing
law, two stand out. They are the location (or
residence) of the trustee and the place of
administration of the trust. In most cases, at least
initially, the governing law and the residence of the
trustee will point to the same jurisdiction. However,
the mere fact that a trustee is formally situated in a
jurisdiction does not mean that the trust’s
administration takes place there. The nature of the
administrative tasks, the location of the personnel
assigned to these tasks, the location of the trust
records and the place of meetings with interested
parties will impact the location of administration.

Much has changed since the Hague Convention
was concluded on 1 July 1985. With the rise of the
discretionary trust, the delegation of investment 
and other important functions to offsite agencies, 
the expansion of directed and settlor-controlled trusts
and the general disinclination of trustees to act as
trustees when as custodians they can take the same
fee, the trust is less likely to be administered at the
residence of the trustee. Trust records are digitalised
and are, regrettably, everywhere and in the cloud, but
not with the trustee. Increasingly, trustee personnel do
not take key decisions. Meetings in trust jurisdictions

Increasingly, trustee personnel do not take key decisions.
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rarely take place. Why bother, when conference 
calls, live chat and emails amply suffice? Offshore
companies that hold trust assets do not require local
directors or registered representatives but only a
secretary and a registered office, and little more.

Advisers must obtain the personal details of their
clients and their families. A determination of the
personal status of their clients, family members and
intended beneficiaries is the fifth selection factor.
Nationality, domicile and residence information is
undisputedly important for appropriate tax planning.
However, it is also consequential in the selection of 
an international trust jurisdiction since the personal
status of the beneficiaries under one or more of the
laws of their nationality, domicile and residence as
well as under the law of the trust jurisdiction will
determine their eligibility to receive benefits.

The role of the governing law in the correct
identification of trust beneficiaries starts the next
topic.

Selection factors – choosing a trust jurisdiction
“This trust shall be governed by the law of this
jurisdiction” does not mean “this trust shall be
governed by the trust law of this jurisdiction”. 
When the settlor chooses the law of any particular
jurisdiction as the governing law of the trust, the
settlor chooses the whole of its law, public and
private. The choice is not circumscribed by the law 
of trusts. The choice embraces all of the law of
persons, all of the law of the family, all of the law of
property, all of the law of succession and much else.36

Discretionary trusts remain the preferred vehicle for
international trust structures. Under the terms of these
trusts, the full class of beneficiaries need not be
identified by name. “The issue of John and Mary” or
“the issue of the marriage of John and Mary” may be
two different groups of persons but careful drafting,
with attention to relevant definitions, will usually
secure an unambiguous identification of the class of
discretionary beneficiaries. The letter of wishes will
disclose the settlor’s distribution instructions. There 
is nothing wishful about a letter of wishes.

In the ordinary course, a settlor has personal
knowledge of relevant blood and affinity
relationships. Children may have been born during a
current or former marriage or may have been the issue
of an extramarital relationship. The settlor knows all

of this. The settlor’s family, traditional, blended or
complex, can be named or sufficiently identified so as
to leave no doubt as to the class of beneficial objects.
Attentive specification is required when the trust has
fixed interests. Yet, a settlor may be unaware of
children’s or grandchildren’s personal relationship
choices or, more likely, may have forgotten what was
stipulated at the time the trust was created. As a result,
in the course of a few decades, the definitions of
spouse, children and issue normally found in trust
instruments inadvertently may include or exclude
certain persons.

In 2003 the Cayman Islands enacted legislation to
abolish the distinction between children born inside
or outside of marriage.37 The legislation came into
force on 1 June 2004 with respect to trusts created on
or after that date. The legislation provided that an
instrument may express a contrary intention.38 Thus,
where specifically provided, a trust might continue to
define issue or children so as to exclude children born
outside of marriage. Bermuda enacted similar
legislation with effect from 19 January 2004.39

However, the Bermuda legislation did not permit a
trust created on or after that date to express a contrary
intention. For all purposes, as a matter of public
policy, only one relationship of parent and child exists
in Bermuda. Although strongly encouraged by the
local trust industry, the Bermuda government has 
not yet enacted amending legislation, if it ever will. 
In 2017, on two occasions, trustees successfully
applied to the Supreme Court of Bermuda for rulings
to permit trusts and appointed funds governed by
Cayman Islands law to re-domicile to Bermuda
without triggering the application of Bermuda’s
children statute.40 It would appear that in both cases
the subject trusts were created in the Cayman Islands
before the operative date of the Cayman legislation.
All said, it remains the case that Bermuda may not be
an appropriate jurisdiction for settlors who do not
wish to include children born outside of marriage as
family members.

Same-sex marriage is the new frontier. Leading
offshore jurisdictions, such as Malta, Jersey and
Guernsey, have enacted same-sex marriage legislation.
The Guernsey legislation has endeavoured to exclude
private legal instruments made before the
commencement date of its legislation from the
requirement that they be construed and, as a result,
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their effect altered, in accordance with the Bailiwick’s
new inclusive marriage provisions.41 There is a
proviso: “unless a contrary intention is expressed”
that the instruments be so construed or altered.42

The Guernsey legislation also contemplates that
private legal instruments made after the
commencement date might express a contrary
intention not to be construed in accordance with the
new legislation.43 The legislation of Malta44 does not
provide for the expression of a contrary intention and
neither, curiously, does Jersey’s.45 A matter of public
policy, or an unlikely issue of contention?

Law has a time and a place. When the settlor selects
the governing law, the settlor selects the law as that
law stands on the date of the trust’s creation and as it
may be expressed from time to time. Law is organic.
When the governing law of a trust is changed, the
issue arises as to whether the new governing law
applies from the date of establishment of the trust 
or only from the date of the change of governing law.
There are different views on this matter with respect
to different topics.

By like token, from time to time the issue arises 
as to whether an instrument should be construed
according to the law as it existed at the time of its
creation or as the law exists at the time when a
particular issue requires construction. For example,
the construction of the term “children” in a classically
drafted trust in a jurisdiction that did not recognise
adoption or a specific kind of adoption at the time of
the settlement, or that differentiated adopted children
from natural children, might not include adopted
children as beneficial objects; however, the same
reference to “children” in a modern settlement in 
the same jurisdiction today would most likely be
construed, as a matter of public policy, to include
adopted children. Should a new intention be imputed
to the settlor, that is to say that the settlor would have
included adopted children, had the settlor had
adopted children in mind, or should the law
applicable to the construction of “children” be the law
existing at the time when the child first becomes
eligible to receive a benefit under the trust?
International trust jurisdictions do not have identical
approaches. Happily, the issue of adult adoption is left
for another day.

When advisers are reviewing a proposed governing
law, they should recall to mind that the rules and
principles of common law jurisdictions in conflict-of-
laws matters compete with other private international
law systems. France and many other jurisdictions look
to nationality as the connecting factor for issues of
personal status and capacity. Thus, advisers must press
their clients not only for personal family information
but also for information on one or more nationalities
that a client may have or may have had.

Settlors should speak frankly with their advisers to
secure the selection of a trust jurisdiction with a law 
of trusts and a general law appropriate to the settlor’s
family situation both at the time of settlement and for
a reasonable time thereafter, say 21 years after the last
to die of the family members alive at the time of the
settlement.

Conclusion
Advisers must be travellers not tourists. Early in 
the process of jurisdiction selection, legal advisers, 
as committed travellers, should start their study by
asking local trust promoters and practitioners pointed
questions:

• Is your general law and, in particular, your trust
law easily and electronically accessible, without
cost?

• Are your court decisions on matters of trust law
electronically published and regularly updated?

• Do your courts deal with trust matters on an
anonymous and confidential basis?

• Is your statutory law of trusts systematically 
and coherently organised (or is it a chaotic
hodgepodge of contradictory provisions as your
competitors say)?

• Has your law of trusts met with the general
approval of scholars and practitioners (or is it 
a product of misguided exceptionalism as 
some maintain)?

By asking these and other questions, advisers will
be able to personally assess the content and the
quality of the content of the governing laws that they
recommend for the settlement of their clients’
international trusts.

Michael McAuley lives in Montreal. He practised contentious and non-contentious trust law in Quebec, Bermuda and
Guernsey. He also taught for a number of years at Louisiana State University.
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